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ABSTRACT
Tremendous progress has been made in medical research in recent years to detect, treat, and prevent a variety of commonly occurring cancers. There is now a shift towards better identifying and understanding cancers and other diseases that occur very rarely in a population. One approach to investigate such rare diseases is to look at a patient’s family history through genealogical as well as genetic research. The Genetics Genealogy Team, part of Public Health Scotland, has been providing a unique service exploring family pedigrees (family trees) using birth, death, and marriage certificates going back to 1855. Thus far searches have been manually exploring each digitised record individually which can be time consuming and labour intensive. Here we present a prototype application for automated family pedigree search that is based on unsupervised graph-based entity resolution techniques combined with approximate query matching and ranking methods to efficiently and accurately extract and visualise family pedigrees from searched birth or death certificates. We describe the steps of our application, and how we anonymise sensitive personal data to allow it being used for training and educational purposes. Our prototype application and an anonymised data set are available at: https://dmm.anu.edu.au/SNAPS/

1 INTRODUCTION
Entity resolution (ER), also known as data or record linkage [11], is the process of identifying and linking records that refer to the same entities within one or across several databases. If applied on a single database the task is known as duplicate detection [46]. ER has applications in many domains, ranging from health and social science research to national censuses, crime and fraud detection, public health surveillance, and national security [14, 39, 53].

The main challenge of ER is that generally no unique entity identifiers (such as social security or patient numbers) are available in the databases to be linked. Therefore, attributes that partially identify entities, known as quasi-identifiers (QIDs) [14], need to be compared to link records with similar QID values that provide evidence that two records may refer to the same entity. For databases containing records about people, the QIDs used for ER commonly include personal names, addresses, dates of birth, and so on [52]. However, it is challenging to resolve such databases because QID values can change over time, and typographical errors as well as spelling variations occur commonly with personal data [11].

To make ER scalable to large databases, blocking, indexing, and filtering techniques [54] can be applied where similar records are grouped into blocks and only records in the same block are compared. The compared record pairs are then classified into matches (two records referring to the same entity) and non-matches (two records referring to two different entities) using a decision model [11]. Such decision models generally consider the similarities calculated between QID values, and possibly also the relationship information available between records [6, 19]. These decision models can be as simple as a single similarity threshold, be based on probabilistic models [23], or they can be sophisticated machine learning classifiers such as deep learning or graph-based clustering approaches [4, 31, 44].

The majority of ER approaches assume the batch linkage of static databases [11]. Only limited research has explored how query records containing details of an entity can be linked in (near) real-time with a database that consists of records about known entities [7, 13, 56]. In such a context, the challenges include fast similarity calculations between a query record and selected candidate records in a database, as well as the accurate ranking of the most likely matching candidate records (rather than classifying record pairs into matches and non-matches). In this paper we describe such a query-based ER application aimed at generating family pedigrees (family trees) for patients who have familial cancer or other inherited genetic conditions [8].

The Genetics Genealogy Team of Public Health Scotland provides a unique service for patients with a potential familial cancer or other inherited genetic condition by supplying accurate and comprehensive family history research for patients who have been referred to a clinical genetics service 1. The determination and management of risk is dependent on the quality of the family information genetics clinicians have to work with. The team explores the statutory records (births, death, and marriage certificates) held by the National Records of Scotland since 1855, with the aim to build a family pedigree for a patient which they combine with data from the NHS (National Health Service) Scotland registers. This will provide high quality data to enable geneticists to conduct a more complete risk assessment for a patient and their families [8]. Risk assessment for patients may result in gene testing, prophylactic surgery, screening appropriate to the determined risk, or reassurance and discharge from the care of clinical genetics services, using the UK’s NHS resources in the most appropriate manner.

Currently the Genetics Genealogy Team query the Scottish statutory records via the Scotland’s People web interface 2, retrieve the corresponding certificates and manually compile a family pedigree by linking individuals from across certificates [8, 34]. This is a time consuming and labour intensive process.

Our work is part of the Digitising Scotland (DS) project 3, which has recently completed the transcription of all Scottish birth, death, and marriage certificates from 1855 to 1973, in total around

---

1See: https://www.isdscotland.org/Health-Topics/Cancer/Genetics-Genealogy/
2See: https://www.scotlandpeople.gov.uk/
3See: https://digitisingscotland.ac.uk/
24 million certificates. Once linked, the complete DS database will allow the investigation of issues such as inter-generational social mobility or the changing demography across the period of industrialisation, among many other research questions. Note that no ground truth links between certificates are available for this database. Compared to existing linked multi-generational population databases that cover up-to four generations [28], the DS database will provide detailed information for up-to six generations, assuming a generation length of around 30 years.

Our aim is to employ our application on this DS database of the full population of Scotland, and provide an efficient and accurate service for the Genetics Genealogy Team to investigate the inheritability and genetic patterns of diseases for patients with familial cancer or other inherited genetic conditions.

In our work, in an offline phase we employ unsupervised graph-based ER techniques to first generate an entity graph from which we then create a pedigree graph. The main difference between the entity graph and the pedigree graph is that the latter includes relationships between different entities over multiple generations. In the offline phase we address several challenges in ER that are fundamental to linking records about people: changing QID (attribute) values, different relationships, ambiguities, partially matching groups, and wrong links. We elaborate further on these challenges in Section 2, and in Section 4 we highlight the novel approaches we develop to solve these challenges.

In the context of our application, we can only apply unsupervised learning techniques due to the lack of ground truth data. Manually obtaining true matches and non-matches for training of supervised techniques such as recently proposed deep learning methods [36, 43, 44, 65] would be a time consuming and expensive process that would require extensive domain knowledge about historical Scottish vital records. This process of manually generating ground truth data is known to often result in limited, biased, and incomplete ground truth data [3, 58].

In the online querying phase, for a given query record we first identify the most similar individuals in the pedigree graph generated from birth, death, and marriage certificates in the offline phase. For an individual selected by the user we then build their family pedigree by linking the record of this individual with those of their family members across several generations.

As we outline in Figure 1, our application to efficiently and accurately generate family pedigrees from search queries (referred to as SNAPS which stands for ScotiaNd Family Pedigree Search) consists of five steps. In Sections 4 to 6 we describe the main offline steps (to link records, generate the pedigree graph, and build the keyword and string similarity indices). In Sections 7 and 8 we then discuss the processing of queries, as well as the generation and visualisation of family pedigrees (trees). The linking of records consists of several steps, where dependencies, temporal constraints, missing and erroneous values, as well as ambiguities are considered in an unsupervised iterative process. The query processing facilitates both exact and approximate string matching [11, 47] to account for the uncertainty of users with regard to spelling variations of names and locations [11, 37].

Privacy and confidentiality restrictions have so far prevented us from remotely accessing the full DS database. We therefore evaluate our prototype on two Scottish data sets from the Isle of Skye and Kilmarnock containing birth, death, and marriage certificates from 1861 to 1901 [58]. These data sets have been extensively curated manually by domain experts, and partial ground truth data are available which allows us to also evaluate the linkage quality of our prototype.

An important aspect to facilitate testing, training, as well as public demonstrations of an application such as ours is to allow open access. Because SNAPS will be applied on a large database that contains real birth, death, and marriage certificates of the Scottish population, in Section 9 we describe an approach to anonymise a graph that represents such a population.

2 DATA CHARACTERISTICS AND ENTITY RESOLUTION CHALLENGES

An important aspect to discuss in ER for family pedigree search is the characteristics of the data sets we use in our application. In this section we discuss the characteristics of person data using examples from the Isle of Skye (IOS) and Kilmarnock (KIL) data sets and the DS database. The challenges for resolving such data are however generic to many demographic data sets including statutory records and census snapshots.

The IOS and KIL data sets are both samples of the full DS database and contain birth, death, and marriage certificates of the populations of the Isle of Skye and the town of Kilmarnock, respectively, over the period from 1861 to 1901. Both have been extensively curated and semi-manually linked (using database queries to extract possible links) by experts in the domain of linking such historical data [58]. Their semi-automatic approach was heavily biased towards certain types of links, such as links between birth parents, as their interests were in identifying children by the same mother to facilitate the analysis of child mortality [59]. This resulted in incomplete and biased ground truth data, an issue that is also known with other (historical) data sets about people [3]. However, this manual curation and linkage is not scalable to the full DS database which contains around 24 million certificates, requiring us to employ unsupervised methods for linking the DS database.

Existing graph-based ER techniques [6, 19, 35, 40] have difficulties achieving high linkage quality on person data of changing QID values, different relationships found at different points in time, the ambiguity of QID values, partially matching record groups, and wrong links. Temporal record linkage techniques [33,
we can see that person records in the IOS and KIL data sets and with missing values, as we show in Table 1, such changing QID values is another challenge in resolving person data. From Table 1, we find that the most common first name and surname each occur in over 8% of all records in the IOS data set. The different relationships and roles encountered in the different types of publication records from two bibliographic databases, the QID values (atomic nodes, \( N \)) of a publication (like its title, authors, venue, and year) are static but potentially have some spelling variations or abbreviations [6, 19, 35, 40]. However, when linking records about people their QID values tend to change over time. For example, people can move around and therefore their addresses change. Similarly, surnames (mostly of women) can change after marriage. Along with missing values, as we show in Table 1, such changing QID values make ER of person data challenging.

Another challenge specific to person data is the different roles and relationships that we encounter in the different types of certificates, and where as a result an individual can have different roles and relationships at different points in time. For example, assume we want to link a mother in a birth certificate to her own birth certificate (where she has the role of the baby). In the initial birth certificate, the mother has a relationship to her spouse and baby, but in her own birth certificate she has a relationship to her parents. Therefore, these two certificates have no relationships in common. The different relationships and roles encountered in person data and how to employ them in an unsupervised way is a challenge that we address with our techniques.

Disambiguation of different entities having common QID values is another challenge in resolving person data. From Table 1 we can see that person records in the IOS and KIL data sets and the DS database have a high average frequency in most shown QID attributes. To elaborate more on the ambiguity of QID values found in person records, in Figure 2 we show the frequency distributions of the 100 most common values of selected QIDs for deceased persons in the IOS and KIL data sets. These distributions are very skewed, where the most common first name and surname each occur in over 8% of all records in the IOS data set.

Finally, we discuss the partial match group problem. When, for example, we have two birth certificates of siblings, we should link their parents since they represent the same two individuals. However, we should not link the two siblings as they refer to two different individuals. This is challenging because most of the QID values of these siblings will likely be the same, such as their surname and street address. We consider this as the partial match group problem because only some records in a group should be linked and resolved as referring to the same entity.

### 3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND APPLICATION OVERVIEW

We now define the problem of our graph-based ER application for family pedigree search. Let \( R \) be a set of records from birth (\( B \)), death (\( D \)), and marriage (\( M \)) certificates, where each record \( r \in R \) has a role, such as a baby (\( B_b \)) and its mother (\( B_m \)) and father (\( B_f \)) on a birth certificate, or a deceased person (\( D_d \)) and their mother (\( D_m \)) and father (\( D_f \)), and possibly their spouse (\( D_s \)), on a death certificate. We refer to a cluster of records \( R_o \subset R \) as an entity \( o \in O \) that represents a real-world individual. The different relationships and roles encountered in person data and how to employ them in an unsupervised way is a challenge that we address with our techniques.

### 3.1 Graph-based entity resolution

This key step in SNAPs is aiming at linking records \( r \in R \) where each \( r \) corresponds to a single occurrence of an individual on a certificate, such as a baby, a bride, or a deceased person. We aim to associate the corresponding entity, \( o \in O \) (that represents a real-world individual) to the correct set of linked records (a record cluster) \( R_o \subset R \). For this, we represent \( R \) as a dependency graph [19], a directed graph \( G_D = (N, E) \), that consists of a set of nodes, \( N = N_A \cup N_R \), that represent either pairs of QID (attribute) values (atomic nodes, \( N_A \)), or pairs of records that possibly refer to the same entity (relational nodes, \( N_R \)), and a set of edges, \( E \), that represent the relationships between these nodes where an edge direction indicates a dependency. To link records and associate the linked record clusters to the corresponding entities, we iteratively merge the nodes in the dependency graph \( G_D \).

### 3.2 Pedigree graph generation

We then generate a pedigree graph, \( G_P \), to represent the relationships between the entities associated with the record clusters in \( G_D \). The nodes in this graph are the entities, \( o \in O \), while the edges represent relationships between entities, such as motherOf (\( M_{of} \)), fatherOf (\( F_{of} \)), spouseOf (\( S_{of} \)), and childOf (\( C_{of} \)).

### 3.3 Index generation

To improve the efficiency of query processing and ranking, we generate two index structures. The keyword index, \( K \), maps QID values, such as first names and surnames, to entities \( o \in O \) to facilitate fast query processing.

---

**Table 1: Missing value counts and QID value frequencies (minimum, average, and maximum) of deceased people in the IOS and KIL data sets, and the full DS database.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set (Entities)</th>
<th>QID attribute</th>
<th>Missing values</th>
<th>QID value frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min Avr Max</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOS</td>
<td>First name</td>
<td>426 1 21.8 1089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surname</td>
<td>3 1 27.7 1077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>143 1 12.3 227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>7018 1 9.0 730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIL</td>
<td>First name</td>
<td>241 1 5.8 1837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surname</td>
<td>3 1 9.0 520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>5873 1 13.9 806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>16846 1 4.4 425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>First name</td>
<td>56387 1 13.8 520685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surname</td>
<td>7299 1 50.9 112673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>10730 1 3.3 71456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>479595 1 9.0 78823</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Frequency distribution of the 100 most common first names, surnames, and addresses of deceased people in the Isle of Skye (IOS) and Kilmarnock (KIL) data sets.
To speed-up the matching of QID values in a query record \( q \) with values in the keyword index \( K \), and to allow for efficient approximate string matching, we furthermore pre-calculate and store the similarities between pairs of strings [13].

(4) Query processing and ranking: In the online phase, a query record \( q \) is first matched with QID values in the keyword index \( K \). For each entity \( o \in O \) that has a string match on at least one of its names (and possibly other matching QID values), we then calculate an overall match score and present the top ranked entities in \( O \) to the user.

(5) Family pedigree extraction and visualisation: When a user selects an individual through the web interface, this step extracts the pedigree, \( p \), of this entity from \( G_D \), and generates a family tree visualisation for that pedigree.

4 GRAPH-BASED ENTITY RESOLUTION

The core of SNAPS is the unsupervised graph-based ER step that will link records appearing on birth, death, and marriage certificates. We cannot employ supervised learning techniques due to the lack of ground truth data available, and the costs and challenges involved in manually obtaining true matches and non-matches in the context of (historical) personal data [58]. Supervised ER techniques commonly also require a large amount of training data to obtain good results [4, 20]. We therefore propose an unsupervised graph-based ER solution that addresses the challenges we discussed in Section 2, such as changing QID values, different relationships encountered at different points in time, ambiguities of QID values, and the partial match group problem.

We now present the main steps of SNAPS: dependency graph generation, bootstrapping, and merging.

4.1 Dependency Graph Generation

Because we are modelling records in a dependency graph, \( G_D \), as defined in Section 3, if all possible record pairs and QID value pairs are added into this graph then it can get very large. We therefore conduct blocking to reduce the comparison space and obtain record pairs that are potential matches. We employ a locality sensitive hashing based blocking technique in SNAPS that maps similar QID value pairs to the same hash value to group likely matches [54]. Then we consider record pairs in each block to generate \( G_D \) in two phases. First, only QID value pairs that have a (string) similarity [11] of at least a threshold \( t_o \) are added to \( G_D \) along with their similarities as atomic nodes, \( N_A \). The similarities between QID values in atomic nodes are assumed to be between 0 (completely different values) and 1 (same values), where we calculate these similarities using approximate string comparison functions, such as Jaro-Winkler or edit distance [11], as appropriate to the values in a QID attribute. Next, relational nodes, \( N_R \) are added based on two filtering steps. We first filter record pairs of impossible role types, such as pairs with different genders, and then we filter pairs by constraints as we discuss further in Section 4.2.2.

For example, in Figure 3, \( r_1, r_2, \) and \( r_3 \) are a Bh, Bm, and Bf extracted from a birth certificate, while \( r_4, r_5, r_6, \) and \( r_7 \) are a Dd, Dm, Df, and Ds extracted from a death certificate. These records are represented in a dependency graph, \( G_D \). One possibility is that the birth baby \( r_7 \) dies and becomes the deceased person \( r_3 \) in the death certificate. In that scenario, the nodes \((r_1, r_4), (r_2, r_5), \) and \((r_3, r_6)\) will be added to the graph \( G_D \) as relational nodes with relationship edges between these nodes. Likewise, we add all other possible nodes and their relationships to \( G_D \).

4.2 Bootstrapping and Merging

Bootstrapping and merging are the key steps where we link records iteratively. Prior to describing these steps, we outline the key techniques that we employ in these steps below: global propagation of QID (attribute) values and constraints, leveraging ambiguity of QID values, adaptive leveraging of relationship structure, and dynamic refining of record clusters.

4.2.1 Global Propagation of QID Values (PROP-A). As we discussed in Section 2, the first challenge is changing QID values where values such as names and addresses can change over time. When an attribute value changes over time, this change makes it difficult to decide if two records refer to the same entity. To solve this problem, we check the QID values of the entities associated with records to make those link decision. We consider this propagation of QID values in the ER process as positive evidence.

Assume the records \( r_1, r_2, \) and \( r_3 \) in Figure 3 (a) refer to the same entity, \( o_1 \), and this entity has changed her surname after marriage. Therefore, her baby record \( r_4(Bb) \) has her maiden surname, \( Smith \), while her death record, \( r_5(Dd) \) and her birth mother record, \( r_7(Bm) \), have her married surname. Assume \((r_2, r_3) \) is already merged as in Figure 4 (b) and associated with the entity \( o_1 \), which has all QID values of \( r_1 \) and \( r_3 \). Then, when we consider the node \((r_1, r_2) \), because \( r_1 \) now has the associated entity \( o_1 \), we compare all QID values of \( r_2 \) with the corresponding values of \( o_1 \) to find the best matching atomic nodes with highly similar values. As the surname of \( r_1 \) is Smith and of \( r_4 \) is Taylor, the node \((r_2, r_4) \) is already associated with the atomic node \( Smith, Taylor \). When we compare the surname of \( r_4 \), Taylor, with the surnames of \( o_1 \), and assuming \( sim(Taylor, Taylor) > sim(\text{Smith}, Taylor) \) based on a string similarity functions [11], we remove the edge from the atomic node \( Smith, Taylor \) and add a new edge from the node \( Taylor, Taylor \). In this way, even if an individual changes their name or address, we can still identify them because of the propagation of QID values.

4.2.2 Global Propagation of Constraints (PROP-C). The second challenge is the different relationships that we encounter in records at different points in time. Since these relationships are between different entities, we cannot directly compare the corresponding records when making link decisions. However, in SNAPS we utilise such different relationships as negative evidence for any subsequent links by modelling the characteristics
of relationships as constraints. For example, the time difference between a birth baby \((Bb)\) becoming a birth mother \((Bm)\) should be (biologically) at least 15 and at most around 55 years \([58]\). Similarly, we can also add such constraints for other role pairs based on domain knowledge \([12]\). As these constraints are related to temporal aspects, we refer to them as *temporal constraints*.

Furthermore, there can be constraints that are based on the properties of certain relationships. For example, in Figure 4, since \(r_1(Bb)\) is being linked with \(r_2(Dd)\), \(r_1\) cannot be linked to any other deceased person such as \(r_1(Td)\) (and vice versa) because a person can have only one birth and only one death record. We refer to such constraints as *link constraints* as they are related to the links between entity roles. These link constraints can be one-to-one and one-to-many based on the pairs of entity roles they are applied on. Because these constraints are likely domain dependent, they need to be manually specified by domain experts or learned from training data to be used with SNAFS.

This technique of propagating QID values and constraints has first been proposed by Dong et al. \([19]\). The novelty in our propagation method is that we make a global propagation of changing QID values whereas Dong et al. used an exhaustive search to merge relational nodes in the dependency graph \(G_D\).

4.2.3 Leverage Ambiguity of QID Values (AMB). The next challenge we discussed in Section 2 is the ambiguity of QID values encountered in person records, where many entities potentially share the same QID values such as common surnames or city names \([11]\). To address this challenge we incorporate ambiguity into the similarity calculations between two records. We specifically calculate a similarity score, \(s\), for each node in the graph \(G_D\) consisting of an atomic similarity, \(s_a\) and a disambiguation similarity, \(s_d\), defined as:

\[
s_a(r_i, r_j) = \frac{\log_s(|O|)/(r_i, f + r_j, f)}{\log_s(|O|)}
\]

\[
s_d(r_i, r_j) = \frac{\log_s(|O|)/(r_i, f + r_j, f)}{\log_s(|O|)}
\]

where \(0 \leq y \leq 1\) is the weight distribution for the two frequencies of a combination of several QID values of two records in a node.

4.2.4 Adaptive Leveraging of Relationship Structure (REL). To leverage relationship structures in the ER process, recent approaches have proposed different methods such as the use of average similarity of the relationally connected groups \([49]\) or using a separate similarity component with an individual weight given to the similarity of relationally connected nodes \([6, 19]\).

Both of these methods have limitations in resolving the partial match group problem we discussed in Section 2. For example, assume a group of two siblings and their parents. We need to merge the two parent nodes but not the sibling node. The sibling node will have a lower similarity as it refers to two different individuals. If we consider any of the methods from the literature,
then this sibling node will reduce the chances of the two parent nodes getting merged since the lower similarity of the sibling node reduces the overall similarity.

Therefore, in SNAPs we employ a novel iterative approach to exploit the relational structure of records. In merging nodes, we consider the average similarity of connected groups of nodes. Therefore, when we consider merging the node \((r_1, r_4)\) in Figure 4, we consider the average similarity of the whole group including \((r_2, r_3)\) and \((r_5, r_6)\). If both neighbouring nodes have high similarities then this provides strong evidence that \((r_1, r_4)\) represents the same entity.

The novelty in this technique is in the iterative merging process. For example, in Figure 4 assume that \(r_1\) and \(r_{12}\) are two siblings. Therefore, the node, \((r_1, r_{12})\) has a lower similarity because it represents two entities. Now when we consider the group of nodes, \((r_1, r_{12}), (r_2, r_{13})\), and \((r_3, r_{14})\), in the first iteration these nodes are not merged due to the low average similarity (because the two siblings are different entities). Therefore, in the next iteration we remove the node with the lowest similarity, \((r_1, r_{12})\), which is the sibling node. The remaining parent nodes are then merged because they have a high average similarity.

4.2.5 Dynamic Refining of Record Clusters (REF). The propagation of link decisions can lead to poor linkage quality if two records that refer to two different entities are linked together. To remove such wrong links, we employ a novel refining step after each of the bootstrapping and merging steps. We create an individual graph for each entity that captures the records of an entity and their links. We apply the graph measure based error identification proposed by Randall et al. [57] on these graphs with the hypothesis that loosely connected groups of records (such as chains) are more likely to contain errors compared to densely connected groups (such as cliques). Unmerging of likely wrong links allows correct records to be linked in the next iteration.

We use the graph measures of bridges and density to identify loosely connected record clusters. A bridge is an edge that will disconnect the graph if removed; and density, \(d\), is measured by the number of edges out of the total number of possible edges in a graph [57], calculated as \(d = 2|E|/(|N'|(|N'|-1)), where |E'| and |N'| are the edges and nodes of the graph associated with the entity. For a graph having at least three records, we calculate the density and if it is less than a threshold, \(t_d\), we remove the node with the node with the lowest degree. For a node group with more than \(t_d\) records, we split the record cluster by any existing bridges.

4.2.6 Bootstrapping and Merging Steps. We now describe how to employ these techniques in our bootstrapping and merging steps. The bootstrapping step is basically to merge the highly similar relational nodes. Therefore, we merge only nodes in groups (leaving the singletons), where the average atomic similarities of all nodes in a group must be at least the bootstrap threshold which we set to \(t_d = 0.95\) (based on initial experiments) to achieve highly similar bootstrap links, as illustrated in Figure 4 (a). We only consider groups having high average similarities at this stage rather than individuals because groups can provide more relationship evidence than individuals.

The merging step proceeds by maintaining a priority queue of node groups. The queue is initialised by all relational node groups in \(G_D\), giving precedence to larger groups and then to the groups that have a high average similarity of nodes. In every iteration, we perform merging of the top node group in the queue. For each node in that group, we check if a node is valid to be merged based on temporal and link constraints. This is where we utilise the technique of global propagation of constraints (PROP-C) to validate record pairs by applying constraints based on previous links. The previous links may or may not have associated an entity \(o \in O\) to records in a node. If the records in a node are associated with two different entities, we validate the node by applying constraints on every possible record pair between the entities to merge those two entities. Otherwise, we apply constraints between the original records.

For each node that satisfies the constraints, we propagate the QID value changes of the node using the technique PROP-A and then calculate its new similarity based on the technique AMB. We then calculate the average similarity of the node group. If it is lower than a predefined threshold, \(t_m\), we remove the node with the lowest similarity and recalculate the average similarity. Similarly, if there is any node that violates any constraints, then this node is also removed from the node group based on the REL technique. We do this iteratively until either we find a node group that satisfies the constraints with an average similarity of at least \(t_m\) and merge it, or until the node group becomes a pair. We continue the merging process until all the node groups in the queue are processed. After each of the bootstrapping and merging steps we perform dynamic refining of record clusters (REF) to remove any wrong links in the record clusters.

5 PEDIGREE GRAPH GENERATION

Our final task is to retrieve family pedigrees for each individual entity. In particular, we generate a pedigree graph, \(G_P\), utilising the merged nodes and associated entities from \(G_D\).

The pedigree graph generation, shown in Algorithm 1, first iterates through the nodes in \(G_D\) and selects merged nodes in lines 2 and 3. As these merged nodes are associated with an entity \(o \in O\), we add the node to \(G_P\) if it is not already in \(G_P\) (lines 4 to 6). As each entity \(o\) is associated with either a single or multiple nodes in \(G_D\), \(o\) by now has a set of records from \(R\) where each record refers to a different role in a certificate. Therefore, we also add the QID values of the associated records of an entity, such as its first names, surnames, and locations, to the nodes in \(G_P\).

The edges in \(G_P\) reflect the relationships among the entities \(o \in O\). Therefore, we again iterate through the nodes of \(G_D\) to find the neighbouring relationships of an entity and add edges to \(G_P\) in lines 7 to 15. For a node in \(G_P\), we get the associated entity in line 9, and check if neighbouring nodes also have associated entities in lines 10 to 14. If there exists any neighbouring node
that has an associated entity, we add an edge between those two entities in \( G_P \) with their relationship \( \rho \) (line 15). In the pedigree graph we generate, we consider the relationships of mother, father, spouse, and child. The final pedigree graph, \( G_P \), is then used in Section 8 to extract family pedigrees (family trees).

6 KEYWORD AND SIMILARITY INDEX GENERATION

To speed-up query processing and ranking, from the pedigree graph we generate a keyword index and a string similarity index. The keyword index, \( K \), captures the mapping between QID (attribute) values and entities, \( o \in O \). For QIDs such as first name and surname, gender, birth/death year, and location, this index holds the corresponding entity identifiers that map to the nodes in the pedigree graph, \( G_P \). The keyword index is used in query processing and ranking to find the entities that have the corresponding query strings that were provided by the user.

To speed-up the retrieval of approximate matches, we employ a similarity-aware index, \( S \) [13]. In the offline phase we pre-calculate the similarities between all pairs of string QID values (names and locations) in the keyword index, \( K \), that share at least one bigram (two-character substring) [11]. For every string value in \( K \), we keep all other values in \( K \) that have a normalised string similarity of at least \( s_1 \), with \( 0 < s_1 < 1 \), using the Jaro-Winkler approximate string comparison function [11]. Comparing a string with itself would result in a similarity of 1, while comparing two strings that have no letter in common would result in a similarity of 0. We set \( s_1 = 0.5 \) because this will retrieve approximate matches that have adequate similarity, while at the same time limiting the size of the generated similarity-aware index \( S \) and therefore the number of generated candidate matches [13].

7 QUERY PROCESSING AND RANKING

As shown in Figure 1, the first step of the online component of SNAPS is to process user queries and rank the retrieved entities from the pedigree graph containing QID values based on their overall similarities to the given query values. A user query as entered on the web interface shown in Figure 5 will contain a first name and surname (mandatory), the type of records (birth or death) to be searched, and optionally a gender, year (of birth or death), and a location (such as a parish or district name). These are the details of the individual for which the user wants to retrieve a family pedigree from \( G_P \).

In common with any ER method [11, 21], uncertainty in the actual spelling of names, or the years and locations of the birth or death of a person, means that a user query can contain inaccurate QID values with misspellings in strings or wrong year values. Only retrieving entities that have exact matching values could miss the true matching person the user is searching for.

We employ approximate string matching functions [11] to allow for variations in names and locations. We generate an accumulator \( M \) [5], where we first retrieve from the keyword and similarity indices, \( K \) and \( S \), the identifiers of all entities from the pedigree graph, \( G_P \), that have a match on first name and/or surname. We consider both exact and approximate string matches, and we sum the match scores of the two name QIDs for these entities [13], as we describe below. We require matching names because otherwise the query result set can contain entities that have an exact match on year, gender, and location, but their names are very different (which would not be useful).

If a QID value in a query does not occur in \( K \), then we retrieve all values in \( K \) that share at least one bigram with the query value, and calculate the similarities between the query value and the retrieved values. We keep pairs with a similarity of at least \( s_1 \) and add them to \( S \) to speed-up future queries of the same value.

We then refine the retrieved candidate matches in the accumulator \( M \) (a set of entity identifiers from the keyword index \( K \) that have exact or approximate name matches) with their corresponding matching gender, year, and location (if such query values were provided by the user). If these query values are empty we assume the user is willing to consider any entity in the result set irrespective of their QID values (for example, entities with any location). If a query value is provided for year, gender, and/or location, then we retrieve the entity identifiers from \( K \) that have this value, and increase the match scores of all corresponding entities in \( M \) [5]. We however do not add new entities to the accumulator as these would not have matching name values.

At the end of this process, each entity in the accumulator \( M \) has a set of (exactly or approximately) matched QID values, with a corresponding match score for each value provided in the query. For a given entity \( o \in M \), its match score, \( s_o \), will be the weighted sum of similarities over its QID values that were provided in the query, \( s_o = \sum_{a \in A_o} w_a \cdot \text{sim}(q_a, o_a) \). Here, \( q_a \) and \( o_a \) are the query and entity value in attribute \( a \), respectively, \( A_o \) is the set of QID attributes (from first name, surname, year, gender, and location) for which a value was provided through the query interface, and \( \text{sim}() \) is a string similarity function.

The individual attribute match scores can be assigned weights, \( w_a \), indicating their importance. For example, first name and surname can be assigned a higher weight than location because name values that match provide more evidence that an entity is relevant to a given query compared to the location of a birth or death record (which might not be exactly known by the user). While we currently set these match weights manually, in future work we aim to learn optimal match weights [23] based on ground truth data.

We then rank the entities \( o \in M \) based on their overall match scores, and select the top \( m \) entities with the highest scores. These \( m \) entities are then passed back to the web interface and presented to the user as a ranked list. We normalise the overall match scores into a percentage, with 100% indicating an entity from the pedigree graph, \( G_P \), matches exactly on all QID values provided by the user in their query.
Figure 6: Screenshot of SNAPS showing ranked results for the example query 'Douglas Macdonald' shown in Figure 5.

We show QID values in different colours to highlight exact and approximate matches, as shown in Figure 6. This will allow the user to make an informed selection of an entity, or modify their search query.

8 FAMILY PEDIGREE TREE EXTRACTION AND VISUALISATION

As the user obtains a ranked list of matched records (each corresponding to an entity in the pedigree graph \( G \)) from the query processing and ranking step, as shown in Figure 6 they can select to explore one of the listed entities. Exploring will extract the family pedigree, \( p \), for the selected entity from \( G \) which was generated in the offline component of SNAPS.

In order to extract the family pedigree for a particular entity, \( g \) is set to 2, however larger values are possible. The nodes located 1 hop away are the entities one generation before or after (parents and children), whereas nodes located 2 hops away are the entities two generations away (grand parents and grand children). The extracted family pedigree is provided to the user on the web interface both in textual form, as well as a graphical family tree. The family pedigrees shown in Figures 7 and 8 are hierarchical trees where higher levels indicate older generations, and where gender is shown by different colours.

9 GRAPH DATA ANONYMISATION

The statutory records used by the Genetics Genealogy Team of Public Health Scotland for determining the risk of inherited genetic conditions are real-world personal data. If exposed to the public these may reveal sensitive personal details and therefore pose a threat to the privacy of individuals [14]. We therefore cannot make the original Scottish data publicly available via our SNAPS web interface as this would violate the data protection regulations in Scotland. Developing anonymisation techniques for protecting sensitive information in data, such that sensitive data sets are rendered safe for conducting research and building applications such as our web interface, is therefore vital for the advancement of science. While many anonymisation approaches have been proposed [18], the majority of them compromise the human interpretability and patterns in a data set in order to preserve its privacy [64, 66]. However, in applications such as ours, where family pedigrees are generated, it is important to preserve the structure and characteristics of the original data set in the anonymised version as well, such as the preservation of string similarities across names.

Since family pedigrees are graph data representations, we use a graph anonymisation technique [45] to anonymise the sensitive Scottish data set such that the human interpretability and the similarities between QID (attribute) values in the sensitive original data set are preserved. This graph anonymisation technique initially maps QID values of the sensitive graph data set to QID values from a public data source using a cluster-based mapping approach. Following this approach, we separately cluster female first names, male first names, and surnames in the sensitive and public data sets, such that highly similar names appear in the same cluster and dissimilar names in different clusters. Subsequently, each sensitive name value cluster is mapped to the best matching public name value cluster, where a best match is determined by how similar the intra-cluster similarity values are across clusters. Once cluster mapping is completed, it is possible to determine which public name value is to be used as a replacement for each sensitive name value. We used name QID values from a publicly available US voter database (see: https://dl.ncsbe.gov) for anonymisation. Furthermore, we shift all date values by a global offset to hide the actual years of birth and death to ensure anonymity [45].
Some causes of death can be highly sensitive and potentially identify individuals, for example if locations or causes of accidents, or criminal aspects of a death are described. To anonymise such sensitive causes of death, we employ an approach inspired by k-anonymity [61], where we first identify all frequent causes of death strings that occur at least $k \times 1$. For each cause of death string that is rare and occurs less than $k$ times we then find the most similar string using the Jaccard coefficient based approximate string similarity [11], and we replace the rare cause of death string with its most similar frequent string.

In order to prevent odd causes of death, such as men dying of ovarian cancer or infants of old age, we apply this anonymisation approach gender specific as well as stratified on age categories. As appropriate for our historical data, we specify young for ages up to 20 years, middle for ages 20 to 40, and old for 40 years and over. We set $k = 10$ as this provided us with a reasonably anonymised data set while still having around 100 frequent death causes (and over 2,000 rare death causes). If no frequent similar death cause can be found based on the age and gender restrictions we set a specific rare death cause to not known.

The SNAPS web interface made available to the general public for educational and training purposes does not facilitate searching for real-world Scottish people due to the application of the graph anonymisation methods we describe here. Rather, as we previously explained, it retrieves people with names from the US voter database, and their corresponding pedigrees. A family pedigree search tool based on an anonymised data set that preserves the structure of the original sensitive Scottish data is useful in training new users, for educational demonstrations, and for assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of SNAPS. Such an implementation also enhances the transparency of what institutions such as Public Health Scotland do with personal data, and is instrumental in obtaining the trust and approval of a wider audience for the invaluable work they conduct.

## 10 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we conduct experiments to evaluate the linkage quality and efficiency of the SNAPS application.

### Data Sets

We evaluated SNAPS on the two real data sets from the Isle of Skye (IOS) and the town of Kilmarnock (KIL) [58] as we described in Section 2. Both contain birth, death, and marriage certificates from 1861 to 1901 as characterised in Table 2. From each certificate, we extracted records $r \in R$ that correspond to individuals, as we described in Section 4. Similar to other historical data sets [2, 25], these two data sets have a small number of unique name values, as well as numerous transcription errors and name variations, that make the problem challenging [12].

Demographers with expertise in linking such data have curated and linked both the IOS and KIL data sets [58]. Their semi-automatic approach is biased towards certain types of links, such as Bp-Bp (links between birth parents across two birth certificates) and Bp-Dp (links between birth parents and death parents), as their research interests were in identifying siblings of the same mother and exploring child mortality. Therefore, we show results of Bp-Bp for which we have directly curated ground truth links, along with results for Bp-Dp which we inferred through indirect Bb-Dd true links.

For scalability experiments we use the publicly available Bрабant Historical Information Center (BHIC) data set [10] because our other data sets are quite small. This data set contains civil certificates from North Brabant, a province of the Netherlands, in the period from 1759 to 1969. However, we cannot show the linkage quality of the BHIC data set as there is no ground truth data available.

### Implementation and Parameter Settings

We implemented SNAPS in Python 2.7 and all offline components were executed on a server running Ubuntu 18.04 with 64-bit Intel Xeon 2.10 GHz CPUs and 512 GBytes of memory, while the SNAPS web interface was deployed using Apache 2.4.38 Debian server and PHP 7.3.11. To facilitate repeatability, the code and the anonymised data sets are available from: https://dmm.anu.edu.au/SNAPS/.

In the graph-based ER step described in Section 4 and for all baselines, we employed indexing based on locality sensitive hashing [54] to block records and find likely matches. Then, in the record pair comparison step, we used similarity functions such as Jaro-Winkler for names and the Jaccard coefficient for other textual strings [11] to compare QID values between records. For numerical comparisons we used the maximum absolute difference [11], while for comparing addresses in the IOS data set we geocoded addresses [37] and calculated similarities based on the distances between two locations. Due to the absence or low quality of addresses we did however not consider geocoding for the KIL and BHIC data sets.

Based on a parameter sensitivity analysis, we set the default merging threshold to $t_m = 0.85$, the atomic node similarity threshold to $t_a = 0.9$, the weighting distribution in the similarity score to $\gamma = 0.6$, and for graph measures we set the thresholds $t_a = 15$ (bridges) and $t_d = 0.3$ (density). We provide further details of our parameter sensitivity analysis on the SNAPS web site.

### Baselines

Because we do not have any end-to-end family pedigree search system to compare SNAPS with, we evaluated its graph-based ER approach with three other ER baselines.

1. **Attr-Sim** provides basic pairwise similarity based linking to obtain a baseline similar to traditional record linkage [11].

2. **Dep-Graph** is an implementation similar to the collective ER approach proposed by Dong et al. [19] that propagates link decisions in the ER process, where we apply the same set of temporal and link constraints as we employed in SNAPS.

3. **Rel-Cluster** is a similar implementation to the method proposed by Bhattacharya and Getoor [6] that employs ambiguity of

### Table 2: Characteristics of the data sets used in the experimental evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Role pair</th>
<th>Interpretation (links between)</th>
<th>Number of records</th>
<th>Record pairs</th>
<th>True matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Skye (IOS) [58]</td>
<td>Bp-Bp</td>
<td>Birth parents in birth certificates</td>
<td>34,272</td>
<td>34,272</td>
<td>436,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilmarnock (KIL) [58]</td>
<td>Bp-Dp</td>
<td>Parents in birth and death certificates</td>
<td>34,272</td>
<td>23,938</td>
<td>628,141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Characteristics of the data sets used in the experimental evaluation.
Table 3: Ablation analysis for SNAPS that shows how each key technique in the application affects linkage quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Role Pair</th>
<th>SNAPS</th>
<th>Attr Sim</th>
<th>Dep-Graph</th>
<th>Rel-Cluster</th>
<th>Magellan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOS</td>
<td>Bp-Bp</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>98.73</td>
<td>90.87</td>
<td>93.59</td>
<td>77.9 ± 33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>94.70</td>
<td>65.26</td>
<td>63.72</td>
<td>72.9 ± 35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F°</td>
<td>93.56</td>
<td>61.25</td>
<td>61.06</td>
<td>60.4 ± 38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOS</td>
<td>Bp-Dp</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>43.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>67.8 ± 37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>92.87</td>
<td>72.32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>62.2 ± 41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F°</td>
<td>81.06</td>
<td>36.96</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>46.1 ± 40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIL</td>
<td>Bp-Bp</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>97.81</td>
<td>30.26</td>
<td>71.81</td>
<td>69.6 ± 40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>89.52</td>
<td>74.93</td>
<td>71.92</td>
<td>62.7 ± 46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F°</td>
<td>87.76</td>
<td>29.18</td>
<td>56.09</td>
<td>51.6 ± 45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIL</td>
<td>Bp-Dp</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>74.36</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>30.35</td>
<td>63.9 ± 36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>89.57</td>
<td>70.69</td>
<td>43.18</td>
<td>61.8 ± 44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F°</td>
<td>68.44</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>25.85</td>
<td>21.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QID values in the ER process. We used the same set of temporal and link constraints as with SNAPS for this baseline.

(4) Magellan is a state-of-the-art supervised ER system [17], where we selected four classifiers (a SVM, a random forest, a logistic regression, and a decision tree) and averaged their linkage quality results, where these four achieved the best performance in our experiments among the classifiers available in Magellan.

Linkage Quality: To assess the quality of links in family pedigrees, we use precision, \( P = TP / (TP + FP) \), and recall, \( R = TP / (TP + FN) \), where TP is the number of true matches classified as matches, FP is the number of true non-matches classified as matches, and FN is the number of true matches classified as non-matches [11]. We do not use the F-measure as recent research has found that it is not suitable for measuring linkage quality in ER [29] because the relative importance given to precision and recall in the F-measure depends on the number of classified matches. Instead we use an alternative for F-measure, the \( F° \)-measure [30], calculated as \( F° = TP / (TP + FN + FP) \), which is more interpretable and is a monotonic transformation of the F-measure.

Table 4 shows precision, recall, and \( F° \)-measure results of SNAPS compared to the four baselines detailed above. As can be seen, SNAPS is able to outperform all baselines. For both the IOS and KIL data sets, SNAPS obtains high precision, recall, and \( F° \) results for the role pair Bp-Bp. For Bp-Dp it has a small drop in results which is because we have an incomplete (inferred or biased) set of ground truth links for the Bp-Dp role pair [58].

The Attr-Sim baseline shows poor linkage quality for all of the data sets. This is a good indication that traditional pairwise linkage is not sufficient to address the challenges associated with resolving records with person data. Dep-Graph [19] and Rel-Cluster [6] are two collective ER baselines. We can see that both of these approaches show poor linkage quality results compared to SNAPS even though they exploit relationship information. The Dep-Graph baseline propagates QID value changes and constraints in the process of resolving entities. However, in a context where ambiguities occur Dep-Graph fails because it does not perform disambiguation. Similarly, it does not deal with the problems of partial match groups and incorrect links that SNAPS addresses. This is also a reason behind the lower results for the Rel-Cluster baseline. While Rel-Cluster addresses the problem of ambiguity it does not deal with changing QID values, partial match groups, or incorrect links.

We present the results for Magellan as averages with standard deviations since we used four different classifiers and multiple settings to generate the training and testing data sets. Since we have different role pairs in both the IOS and KIL data sets, we trained Magellan in two different ways. First, we trained it only on record pairs of the specific role pair that is being tested, and second we trained it on the full data set. We considered the second approach because in most practical scenarios it is likely to train a classifier on record pairs of all role pair types due to the availability of incomplete ground truth data. From Table 4 we can see that Magellan has a higher standard deviation in these two settings. It obtains better results compared to SNAPS when trained only on the data from the specific role pair type, however in practical scenarios not enough training data might be available for each pair of role types. On the other hand, when trained on records of all role pairs types then Magellan achieves poorer linkage quality. These results illustrate the sensitivity of supervised learning methods with regard to the type of training data used, while the unsupervised approach we employ in SNAPS consistently obtains better linkage results.

Table 3 provides an ablation analysis for SNAPS that shows how important each novel key technique is towards obtaining high quality ER results. We include results only for the IOS data set due to the limited space available. We show results with one novel key technique employed in SNAPS (discussed in Section 4.2) removed at a time. Since both PROP-A and PROP-C propagate link decisions, we consider them as a single component in this analysis. Therefore we show results without PROP-A and PROP-C, without AMB, without REL, and without REF, separately.

When we removed PROP-A and PROP-C we neither propagate positive nor negative evidence in the linkage process, and we can see that the \( F° \)-measure results drop up-to 12%. This drop occurs because we do not consider any QID value changes and constraints. This indicates that the propagation of link decisions is necessary to obtain high quality linkage results for person data where value changes do occur and constraints can be applied.

To remove the effect of ambiguity (AMB) from SNAPS we then removed the disambiguation similarity from the similarity calculation and calculated overall similarities only based on QID
To measure the scalability we use total linkage time. Considering Table 6. For that we vary the time periods of records considered by comparing the runtimes on different sized data sets in all challenges specific to personal data. The drop in the obtained results is small as we only have small clusters in these data sets. With larger data sets that contain bigger clusters the improvement with REL clusters in these data sets. With larger data sets that contain bigger clusters the improvement with REL will be larger because the record clusters will be larger.

**Scalability:** First, we evaluate the runtime of the offline component of SNAPS compared to the baselines in Table 5. Attr-Sim has the best runtimes for both data sets because it simply links records without considering any relationships. The next best runtimes are from SNAPS from REL. It is interesting to see that the Bj-Dp role pair has zero results for all linkage quality measures. This has happened because of the existence of partial match groups when we consider the birth parents to death parents role pair. At the bootstrapping step none of the groups having the Bj-Dp role pair have been linked due to the partial match groups. That is why in the merging process none of the correct ones have been linked.

Finally, we removed dynamic refining (REF) of entity clusters from SNAPS resulting in precision to drop for both role pairs. The drop in the obtained results is small as we only have small clusters in these data sets. With larger data sets that contain bigger clusters the improvement with REF will be larger because the record clusters will be larger.

### Table 7: Minimum, average, median, and maximum time in seconds for querying and extracting family pedigrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Querying</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedigree extraction</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That our proposed framework has a near linear scalability with both, which indicates that SNAPS can scale to large graphs.

Table 7 shows the minimum, average, median, and maximum number of seconds taken for querying and for extracting family pedigrees. As shown in the table, both querying and pedigree extraction can be done in well under two seconds, whereas doing the same task manually would have taken several days of laborious manual work. This attests to the efficiency with which family information can be retrieved with SNAPS.

### 11 RELATED WORK

We now describe related work, with a focus on ER of familial and historical data, query-time ER, and graph-based ER techniques.

Family pedigrees are increasingly being used in various biomedical research fields, ranging from psychology to sleep research [32, 42]. Various ER solutions have been proposed for resolving familial networks. Kouki et al. [40] proposed a collective ER approach for building familial networks based on probabilistic soft logic. Furthermore, Antonie et al. [2] and Folkman et al. [24] proposed supervised ER systems specific for genealogical studies. However, the limited ground truth data available in most genealogical studies [22, 58] prevents supervised learning systems to be applied, while manually generating ground truth data is time and labour intensive [11], and generally a large number of true matches and non-matches are required to obtain high quality ER results [4, 20].

Query time ER has been discussed in the literature where the focus for execution time is considered similarly important to that of accuracy. Bhattacharya and Getoor [7] pioneered query time collective ER by identifying and resolving only the records that are most useful for a query. While this approach provided a promising solution, because it only considered a small neighbourhood of a query record, it lacks the relational information propagation as well as the exploitation of the ambiguity we incorporate in our application. Christen et al. [13] and Ramadan et al. [56] proposed indexing techniques to match query records
We have presented the with entities from a real-world database in real-time. In our application we employ the similarity-aware index proposed in [13] to speed-up the retrieval of approximate matches in the query processing step.

Graph-based ER approaches are an improvement over pairwise classification approaches that do not exploit relational information [26] in the ER process. Kalashnikov et al. [35] proposed a random walk based reference disambiguation approach to identify the entity of each record, while Dong et al. [19] employed a dependency graph-based approach to propagate link decisions in the ER process which is the closest to our approach in SNAPS. Bhattacharya and Getoor [6] used relational information between different types of entities by employing an iterative cluster merging process using a relationship graph. However, unlike SNAPS, none of these approaches perform propagation of link decisions to account for dynamically changing attribute values in a context with ambiguous records, relationships with different constraints that can change over time, and partial match groups.

Recently, more focus has been given to supervised ER [38, 51] since these approaches provide promising results when sufficient ground truth data are available. Magellan is one of those frameworks that supports end-to-end ER [38]. More recent work includes deep learning approaches [9, 44, 48] to resolve entities. The main drawback of these approaches is the difficulty to obtain ground truth data. For example, in our SNAPS application we cannot perform manual linkage to obtain ground truth data for the full DS database we described in Section 2 due to privacy and confidentiality regulations of person data [14]. Similar challenges arise when applying semi-supervised ER techniques such as active learning [15, 16, 36, 55] that query external sources to resolve challenging training cases, or crowd-based approaches [1, 27, 63] that employ hybrid machine and human-based systems for resolving entities.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing solutions provide an end-to-end system for family pedigree search that includes an online query-time interface and an offline unsupervised ER component which addresses the challenges of ambiguity, temporal constraints, and relationship aspects to link records.

12 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented the SNAPS application that combines an unsupervised graph-based entity resolution (ER) approach with a query method that allows for approximate string matching. Our application is aimed at providing support for the Genetics Genealogy Team of Public Health Scotland, who currently manually query Scottish birth, death, and marriage certificates to compile family pedigrees (family trees) for patients who have familial cancer or other inherited genetic conditions. Our application will automate much of this time consuming and labour intensive process and provide high quality family pedigrees in a matter of a few seconds. Future expansions can include assistance for general practitioners to efficiently obtain the family health histories of their patients.

While aimed at this specific health application in Scotland, the underlying graph-based ER techniques and the query processing and ranking methods are general and can be applied on any data sets that contain birth, death, and marriage certificates.

Privacy regulations currently prevent remote access to the Digitising Scotland database covering the full population of Scotland. Therefore, to assess the quality of our ER and query approaches, we have evaluated SNAPS on two smaller historical data sets from the Isle of Skye and Kilmarnock, respectively, for which partial ground truth are available [58]. We also used the historical BHIC data set [10] for scalability experiments since this is a considerably larger data set compared to the two small Scottish data sets. Our unsupervised ER approach is able to obtain precision up-to 98.7%, recall up-to 94.7%, and F* measure results up-to 93.6%, respectively, while query processing and extracting family pedigrees is accomplished on average in less than 1.4 and 0.8 seconds, respectively.

We also described an approach to anonymise a graph data set of birth, death, and marriage certificates [45]. This allows us to provide a publicly available version of our application that can be used for training and educational purposes on data that have similar characteristics as the sensitive real data that they are based on. The anonymisation approach replaces first names and surnames in such ways that the similarities between groups of names are maintained, while all years (such as of births, deaths, or marriages) are shifted by a certain (kept secret) offset to maintain the temporal distances between vital events. Rare causes of death are replaced by a frequent cause that is most similar.

As future work, we aim to improve the scalability of our application with the aim to make it usable with a population-scale database of millions of records, and to incorporate geographical distances into the query process (to allow users to limit searches to certain geographical regions) by geocoding the addresses available on certificates [37]. We also plan to investigate how census data can be incorporated into our ER techniques to improve linkage quality.

A broader user study, including on larger databases, is planned for later in 2022 to improve both the web interface as well as the generation of family pedigrees. We aim to incorporate interactive access to the actual original certificates (digitised images) held by the National Records of Scotland, and incorporate feedback from domain experts on correctly and wrongly generated family trees. Such feedback can then be employed within an active learning based framework to improve the quality of generated links [15, 55, 62].
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